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Focusing beyond the acoustic diffraction limit has always been expected, especially in
acoustic imaging and ultrasonic therapy. Manipulating the acoustic waves beyond the
diffraction limit offers an alternative application potential in high-resolution imaging and
medical ultrasound diagnosis and treatment. Here, a two-dimensional circular meta-lens is
presented, with a sub-wavelength acoustic Helmholtz resonator array to implement the
super-diffraction focusing. The proposed acoustic meta-lens consists of 28 units, which
possesses the ability to yield designed arbitrary phase shifts and maintain the impedance
matching to provide the high sound transmission efficiency. The simulation and
experimental results show that the designed acoustic meta-lens can realize
subwavelength sound focusing beyond the diffraction limit. The proposed method can
greatly promote the application and development of the acoustic superfocusing
technology in acoustic imaging, particle manipulation, and other fields.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, acoustic focusing technology has been extensively applied in several important
fields, including high resolution imaging [1–3], medical ultrasound diagnosis and treatment [4, 5],
and acoustic particle manipulation [6–8]. Many researchers regard the effective control of all of the
acoustic wave fronts to realize super-diffraction as a key point. Conventionally, in optics, the size of
the focal spot is restricted by the diffraction limit, which can be characterized by the Rayleigh
criterion [9]. Due to the wave’s exponential decaying nature upon propagation, the light wave
carrying rich subwavelength detail information of the object also decays rapidly through the lens.
Likewise, the same statement also applies to sound waves. As a result, the size of the sound focal spot
is always limited by the diffraction of the Rayleigh criterion.

In order to overcome the diffraction restrictions, substantial efforts have been made in acoustic
wave control for focal spots beyond the Rayleigh limit. Acoustical metamaterials provide a powerful
tool for the manipulation of sound waves. It was revealed that the acoustic waves can be effectively
controlled by these novel methods, such as negative-refractive-indexed [10–12] and hyperbolic-
refractive-indexed metamaterials [4, 13–15]. A negative-refractive acoustic meta-lens composed of a
honeycomb arrangement of Helmholtz resonant cavities (soda cans) has shown extraordinary
physical properties [2], can acquire more detailed information by evanescent waves in the near-field,
and is able to break the diffraction limit, achieving super-diffraction imaging. However, on account
of its intrinsic volume and dimension, a smaller meta-unit of acoustic regulation is even more
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promising in actual application [16–18]. Recently, acoustic
metamaterials were shown to be able to break through the
dimensional limitation to construct subwavelength size unit
structures [19–23]. Hyun et al. reported a subwavelength
focusing acoustic lens that can focus incident acoustic waves
into a subwavelength area beyond the diffraction limit [24]. Shen
et al. proposed an amplitude-controlled acoustic super-oscillation
hyperlens, breaking the Rayleigh diffraction limit and realizing
super-resolution imaging of subwavelength structures [25].
Although the design of acoustic meta-lens for achieving
diffractive focusing has been achieved with great success in
one-dimension curves, it is still necessary to explore a two-
dimensional super-diffraction focus.

In this study, we present a design and realization of a two-
dimension circular meta-lens that possesses exceptional
capabilities for two-dimensional super-diffraction focus with
high transmittance. The meta-lens is composed of many ring-
shaped deep subwavelength units that consist of the Helmholtz
resonant cavity and the straight tube. To satisfy a full 2π range
modulation, four HRs are constructed in series to achieve a wide
range of phase shift. Since impedance mismatches can lead to
lower transmission, we utilized a straight pipe which is based on

the Fabry–Perot resonator at the open side of the HRs to enhance
the sound transmission. By adjusting the unit’s structural
parameters, the designed acoustic meta-resonant cavity can
accurately design and regulate the phase delay of the incident
wave. Combining different phase shift units together to construct
an acoustic meta-lens can form a focal spot beyond the diffraction
limit in a two-dimensional plane.

MODEL DESIGN

We constructed the metamaterial structure as an assembly of
four fan-like sections of resonators over the whole circle. Each
individual section is configured to be composed of 28 units of
Helmholtz resonant, shown in Figure 1. The acoustic meta-
lens is a circular disk of 298 mm with 28 rings, and the
frequency is 3,500 Hz in air. The layer width w is optimized
to have a distance of about 0.5 λ; this value can be enough to
maintain hybrid resonances. The neck width w2 is
approximately 0.022 λ, and the inner diameter width of the
air cavity w3 is approximately 0.1 λ. The thickness of the
cavity’s walls is approximately 0.015 λ.

FIGURE 1 | Two-dimensional acoustic meta-lens design. (A) Overall sample diagram with a schematic representation of the assembled layer consisting of four
fanlike sections of resonators. (B) Schematic representation of a section of the three-dimensional structure. (C) Quarter of the acoustic meta-lens. (D) Hybrid structure
consisting of a straight pipe and four Helmholtz resonators (HRs). (E) Simulations of the transmission through eight elements result in an equally increased phase shift
with a step of π/4. (F) Transmittance of the simulated third layer unit is 0.84.
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HRs provide effective acoustic impedance to control the phase
of the incident sound field, but the phase shift of a single HR is
limited within a small range [19, 26]. In order to broaden the
phase shift range, four HRs connected in series are used as a unit
to achieve a larger range of the phase shift. However, the
impedance mismatch exists between the Helmholtz cavity and
the surrounding medium, which leads to a low transmission
efficiency of the sound. The Fabry-Perot resonant straight tube is
introduced to match the acoustic impedance. It effectively
enhances the sound transmission [27, 28].

We used elements of the hybrid structure to construct the
acoustic meta-lens, which is composed of two-dimensional
elements and a circular matrix of different radii. Each cell is
composed of deep subwavelength Helmholtz resonators (HRs)
and Fabry–Perot resonant straight tubes. By adjusting the straight
tube of height h1 and the Helmholtz resonator cavity of height h2,
and the neck of height h3, the phase and transmittance of the
incident wave can be flexibly adjusted. Through eight elements
for an equally increased phase shift with a step of π/4, the
simulation result that spans the phase shift over a full 2π
range is shown. In the simulations of the transmission, we
give the sound pressure distribution diagram of the third layer
as an example, and its transmittance is 0.84. The third layer is the
straight tube of height h1, which is approximately 0.02 λ, the
Helmholtz resonator cavity of height h2 is approximately 0.045 λ,
and the neck of height h3 is approximately 0.036 λ.

In this study, the pressure acoustics module of COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.6 software is used for numerical simulation. The
simulations resemble the experimental step of an incident wave at
3,500 Hz (with an airborne wavelength of 98 mm), which uses a
plane incident wave to propagate along a cylindrical air
waveguide. The density of the background medium air is ρ =
1.21 kg/m3, and the sound velocity is c = 343 m/s. This is because
the acoustic impedance of the UV resin is a strong contrast to the

acoustic impedance of the air. The walls and the layer of the
acoustic meta-lens are regarded as the sound rigid boundaries in
the simulation. The 3D printing sample using UV resin material
is shown in the following Figure 2A. In order to fix the four-
quarter fanlike sections, a solid connection with a fixed angle of
four degrees is adopted. The 5-mm solid cylinder in the middle is
mainly used for connection, and the purpose is to connect every
part and layer of the unit into a whole.

In order to verify the super-diffraction focusing results in the
simulation, experimental illustration and demonstration are
conducted in Figure 2B. The sound source is located ten
times beyond the wavelength of the designed acoustic meta-
lens, and a monochromatic sound wave with a frequency of
3,500 Hz is excited by a loudspeaker to propagate as a plane wave.
For the purpose of reducing the impact of the environment and
transmitting sound waves, our experiments were carried out in an
anechoic chamber. The sound fields are measured in the scanning
region using a microphone (1/4-inch) to scan the two-
dimensional sound field. The amplitude and phase of the
outgoing sound field at each scan point are retrieved from the
measurement signal. The mobile microphone and the sound
source are, respectively, located on both sides of the units, and
the mobile microphone (Brüel and Kaejr type-4958) records the
sound pressure of the direction field in the scanning area.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

As a basic acoustic system composed of acoustic massMa, acoustic
capacitance Ca, and acoustic impedance Za, the Helmholtz
resonator consists of a sealed cavity with volume V and a short
tube with the width a in the neck connected with the outside. The
short tube has an acoustic quality and an acoustic impedance, and
the air in the short tube is moved under the action of external sound

FIGURE 2 | Experimental samples of the acoustic meta-lens and the experimental setups. (A) Schematic representation of the two-dimensional fabricated lens. (B)
Schematic representation of the experimental setup. The acoustic experiments are conducted in an anechoic chamber. The loudspeaker is used as the source, and a
microphone is used to sweep the measured area by using a 3D stepping motor and record the distributions of sound pressure around the acoustic meta-lens.
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pressure. Its movement drives the air outside the tube to move
together. The total air acousticmassMa involved in themovement is
ρ0l′/S, and l′ is the effective neck length. The result of the neck
requires radiating sound energy, so l′ � l + 0.425a. The acoustic
capacitance of aHelmholtz cavityCa is v/ρ0c

2, which is analogous to
the capacitance in a circuit. The air section at the neck mouth is also
affected by the force of friction of the tube wall, and the acoustic
impedance isRa. The acoustic impedanceZa of theHelmholtz cavity
can be expressed as

Za � Ra − i(ωMa − 1
ωCa

) (1)

which determines the properties of Helmholtz. Therefore, it is
extremely important to calculate the resonant frequency of the
Helmholtz cavity as accurately as possible. The resonance
conditions of the Helmholtz cavity are similar to the
resonance conditions in the circuit, and hence, the resonance
frequency of the Helmholtz cavity can be expressed as

ω � 1�����
MaCa

√ � 1
c

���
S

l′V

√
(2)

Based on the cuboid Helmholtz resonant cavity theory in the
air [ [29]], the inherent frequency of sound waves in the circular
Helmholtz cavity can be precisely derived, as shown in Figure 3.
It can be expressed as

ω � 1
c

�����������
2rw2

l′(R2 − r2)w3

√
(3)

where c is the sound speed in the air, l′ � h3 + 0.425w2 is the
effective neck length, w2 is the width of the neck, w3 is the width
of the cavity, and R and r are the outer and inner radii of the
circular unit layer in Figure 3B.

The manipulating of the sound wave is limited by the tradeoff
between impedance mismatching and refractive index. For the
lumped elements, Helmholtz resonators provide an effective
acoustic impedance to change the phase of the incident
acoustic field [19, 26].

Each quarter layer of the ring of the designed acoustic meta-lens
is composed of four Helmholtz cavities, as shown in Figure 1, and
each Helmholtz cavity has the same structural parameters. As a
result, each ring consists of the series connection of Helmholtz
resonances with the same material and parameters, which produces
the phase shift with a large ring. By adjusting the structural
parameters of each ring, the discrete phase information can be
generated to achieve super-diffraction focusing.

FIGURE 3 | (A) Schematic representation of the cubic Helmholtz resonant cavity. (B) Proposed single circular unit layer. (C) Extra binary phase distribution. (D)
Discrete phase distribution.

FIGURE 4 | Illustration of geometrical requirements necessary to
establish an acoustic meta-lens converting an incident plane wave to an
outgoing beam with a focusing wave.
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It is assumed that the plane sound is incident on the designed
acoustic meta-lens, as illustrated in Figure 4. Based on the
generalized Snell’s law, units with discontinuous phase delay can
also achieve phase adjustments to the designed wavefront. In the
generalized Snell’s law, the parameter describing the phase gradient
change φ � dϕ(x)/dx is introduced, that can be rewritten as follows:

(sinθt − sinθi)k0 � φ, (4)
Here, θt and θi are the deflection angle and incident angle of the
transmitted wave, k0 � 2π/λ is the wave number of the air, λ is the
wavelength in the free space, and φ represents the transmission
phase of the unit structure. By tuning the pipe height h1, the
cavity height h2 and the neck height h3 are obtained. Each
acoustic meta-lens unit can provide an effective acoustic
reactance to shift the phase of the incident acoustic field to a
designed phase shift ϕ. We set the incident wave as a plane wave
perpendicular to the acoustic meta-lens. The incident angle is θi =
0, so the refraction angle of the acoustic wave after passing
through the acoustic meta-lens can be expressed as

sin θt � φ

k0
. (5)

Eq. 5 shows that, when the angle of incidence is known, we can
arbitrarily control the direction of sound wave propagation by
selecting the appropriate phase gradient and thus realize the
guidance and control of the sound waves.

Based on the super-diffractive focusing modulation, the phase
modulation function of super-diffractive focusing is divided into
two parts: the traditional focusing function ϕlens(r) and the extra
binary function ϕbinary(r); the traditional focusing function
ϕlens(r) can be expressed as

ϕlens(r) �
2π
λ
( −

������
f2
0 + r2

√
+ f0) + 2mπ, (6)

where λ is the wavelength of the sound wave, r is the radius of the
lens, f0 is the focal length, and m is an integer.

To produce the super diffraction effect, binary high-frequency
modulation needs to be added to the focusing function.
According to the Fresnel diffraction integral, the transmitted
sound field distribution near the focal plane can be expressed as

I(λ, ρ, z) ∞ ( 1
λz
)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∫
R

0

exp[iϕbinary(r) + iϕlens(r)] × exp(iπr2 1
λz
)J0(2πrρ

λz
)rdr∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

,

(7)
where r is the distance along the z-axis, and J0 is the Bessel
function of order 0. Under paraxial approximation, Eq. 1 can be
expressed as

ϕlens(r) �
πr2
λf0

+ 2mπ. (8)

Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 7, we obtained the following:

I(λ, ρ, z) ∞ ( 1
λz
)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∫
R

0

exp[iϕbinary(r)] × exp[iπr2( 1
λz

− 1
λ0f0

)]J0(2πrρ
λz

)rdr∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

.

(9)

Under the paraxial approximation, λz is kept nearly constant.
Therefore, at the acoustic wave wavelength λ0, the sound field
distribution on the acoustic super-diffraction focal plane can be
expressed as

I(ρ) ∞ ( 1
λ0f0

)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∫
R

0

exp[iϕbinary(r)] × J0(2πrρ
λz

)rdr∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (10)

To perform some kind of super-diffraction focusing, we just
have to elaborately design the binary function.

In order to achieve super-diffraction focusing based on Eq.
10, the binary function should be carefully designed. In
principle, the central focal spot of the ultra-diffraction
focusing can be shrunk to a smaller size, as in Ref. [30–32].
Actually, some of the delicate designed structures cannot be
perfectly made by the existing 3D printing technology. As a
compromise, an ultra-diffraction focus of 0.428 λ is shown in
this study. The extra binary phase distribution is shown in
Figure 3C, and the discrete phase distribution is shown in
Figure 3D.

From a microscopic point of view, the single unit structure can
be considered as a group of modulated and periodic emitters. The
incident plane wave is emitted by the sound source and
propagates through these mixing units in Figure 4. The sound
waves incident on the mixing unit at a specific frequency will
produce resonance. Based on the principle of Huygens–Fresnel,
each mixing unit can be viewed as a secondary sound source. The
transmitted acoustic field is the superposition of all sound waves
generated by these secondary sound sources. Assuming that z
direction is the spread of sound waves, by adjusting the straight
tube of height h1 and the Helmholtz resonators cavity of height
h2, as well as the neck of height h3, the incident plane acoustic
waves gradually converge to the central axis and will focus on a
point on the z axis in Figure 4.

We conducted a series of numerical simulations and
experimental verifications to illustrate the performance of
the acoustic meta-lens, and the results are shown in
Figure 5. From the normalized intensity distribution of the
transmitted wave pressure field, both numerical simulation
and experimental results exhibit good agreement in the main
lobe. The slightly higher and the asymmetric experimental
deviation may be caused by fabrication errors and the crude
experimental platform.

To confirm the simulation and experimental results, we
theoretically studied the super-diffraction characteristics
with low sidelobe features. The energy of the main lobe is
higher than the sidelobe in the focusing plane, and the
acoustic meta-lens has a subwavelength spatial resolution
beyond the diffraction limit. Based on the
Rayleigh–Somerfield (RS, Rayleigh-Somerfield) theory in
the optical theory system [[33–35]], the formula for the
diffraction sound field (z > 0) beyond the acoustic meta-
lens structure can be expressed as

P(x, y, z) � P0

iλ
∫∫ z + s

2s
exp(ik0s)

s
dx′dy′. (11)
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Among them, P0 denotes the amplitude of the incident plane
wave, and s is the position vector from point (x’, y’) in plane z = 0
to the point (x, y) in the observation plane.

s � [(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + z2]12. (12)
As anticipated, the location of the focal spot appears at

about z = 89 mm away from the center of the acoustic meta-
lens in Figure 5E. For quantitative analysis, Figure 5F presents
the cross-sectional view of the transmitted pressure field with
the normalized intensity distribution on the focal plane. The

results of numerical simulation and experimental
measurements show that the FWHM (full width at half
maximum) measurement is 0.428 λ, which breaks through
the Rayleigh diffraction limit.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

To summarize, we presented a subwavelength acoustic meta-
lens that can efficiently directly manipulate the near-field
sound waves. The energy in the center, which is higher than

FIGURE 5 | Simulation and experimental measurement diagrams of acoustic meta-lens focusing in the air. (A,B) Numerical simulation results and experimental
measurement results of the normalized two-dimensional profile of the acoustic meta-lens sound pressure along the z direction. (C,D) Numerical simulation results and
the experimental measurement results of the normalized two-dimensional profile of the acoustic meta-lens sound pressure along the x-y plane. (E) Normalized
distribution of the simulated sound intensity (black line) and measured sound intensity (red circle) along the z-axis tangent plane with x = 0. (F) Normalized
distribution of the simulated sound intensity (black line) and measured sound intensity (red circle) in the focal plane.
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the sidelobe in the focusing plane, and the acoustic meta-lens
have subwavelength spatial resolutions beyond the diffraction
limit. The unit structure of the designed acoustic meta-lens is a
hybrid structure composed of a series of Helmholtz resonators
and Fabry–Perot resonance straight tubes. The series
connection of Helmholtz resonators yields a large-span
phase shift, while the Fabry–Perot resonance maintains
impedance matching to enhance sound transmission. The
designed lens can break the Rayleigh diffraction limit and
form a focal spot in the two-dimensional plane. The
experimental results are in good agreement with the
simulation results. Moreover, the experimental verification
of the designed two meta-lenses has been implemented. The
result shows the FWHM of the focal spot is 0.428 λ, which is
smaller than the Rayleigh diffraction limit.

The designed lens is particularly remarkable in that the
form of the acoustic meta-lens maintains a high transmission
while ensuring the overall phase tuning capability. The
acoustic meta-lens holds promises for various potential
applications, including medical ultrasound imaging and
therapy, particle manipulation, super-resolution acoustic
microscope, near-field acoustic sensing, and non-destructive
testing of alloy material cracks.
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